
Basic Information 
Team Number 
2412 
 
Team Name 
Robototes 
 
Programming Language 
What programming language do you use? 
Java 
 
Public Code 
Is your code public? 
Yes 
 
What is your team’s GitHub account? 
robototes 
 
Vision 
What camera do you use? 
Limelight 2+ 
 
What do you like about your camera? 
Easy to use 
 
What do you dislike about your camera? 
Hard to know the actual computations 
 
How would you compare this camera to other cameras you’ve used in the past? 
N/A 
 
How are you planning to do vision next year? 
Similar, if needed 
 
Path Planning 
How do you design your paths? 
With Path Weaver 
 
What library(ies) do you use to make your paths? 
The wpilib library 
 
What geometry do you use for your paths? (Splines, piecewise, circle, etc) 
Splines 
 
What forms of path planning have you done in the past and if you have changed them, 
why? 
N/A 
 
How do you integrate sensors with your paths? 
Encoders and Gyro 
 



Training 
How do new programmers get trained? 
Training before build season 
 
Do new programmers have to work outside of practice? 
Not really, if they wish 
 
What is your general training order? (ex. Classes, functions, data types, reading 
documentation) 
Basic Java if needed, then into a mock robot creation 
 
What do you do if there is not enough work for all the programmers? 
Have them work on code readability and JUnit tests 
 
On average, how many programmers do you have? 
5-10 
 
GitHub 
How do you control access to the team GitHub? 
Held in Programming Lead and Mentors' hands 
 
How do you delegate using GitHub? 
Every programmer has their own fork of the project 
 
How do you handle merge issues and multiple people working on the same file with 
GitHub? 
Try to avoid, and then have the programming lead clean up merge issues 
 
If your team uses private repositories: what are the advantages of this/why did you start 
doing it? 
N/A 
 
How does your team make ReadME.md documents? 
No 
 
Other Sensors 
What other types of sensors do you use? 
Mostly encoders, Digital distance sensors, and gyros 
 
How do these sensors help your robot? 
Automatic positioning of power cells 
 
Of those sensors, which are you planning to use again in the future (if any)? 
Motor encoders, but not the digital sensors 
 
How do you learn what new sensors to try and how to use them? 
Mentor had some for us to try 
 
Off Season 
What do you do in the offseason to prepare for build season? 
Raise skill level of all programmers, experienced and not 



 
How does programming interact with mechanical for off season activities? 
We usually have free reign, unless we have an offseason competition coming soon 
 
Documentation 
How do you document your code? 
JavaDocs, at least we try to 
 
Have you documented differently in the past? What do you like better now vs then? 
We are working on this, but not much in the past 
 
Build Season 
What do your programmers do at the start of build season? 
Usually help with concepts, then they are broken into subteams and start programming the 
basics of their subsystems 
 
How useful are the tasks that they do at the start of build season? (from 1 - 10) 
7 
 
How much time does programming get to program the robot (without mechanical 
intervention)? 
Funny jokes, almost none until competition 
 
How do you divide up the time programming gets on the robot between different 
mechanisms, tuning, and autonomous? 
First priority is to have a functioning robot, then to work on a basic auto, tuning, then more 
complex auto 
 
During programming’s time on the robot, how does your team handle mechanical failures 
and imperfections? 
Usually by changing constants or adding code stops 
 
How do you make the schedule for programming? 
Go with the flow and see what needs to be done 
 
How does your team use gearbox ratios with encoder counts? 
I worked on some classes that would make gearboxes easier, but that didnt work so well. 
Usually we multiply by a constant to get the conversion 
 
How does your team define code standards? 
Standard java along with clear, concise functions  
 
Creating from Scratch vs Inheritance 
How does your team balance inheriting WPILib functions with writing custom functions? 
Always try to use the WPILib before working on a custom implementation 
 
What are some examples of custom functions that your team has made? 
Custom PID controls were in the works, but due to lack of testing and the new features of 
wpilib2020, they were abandoned. However, due to a faulty encoder on our turret, I had to make 
several modifications to the double supplier for the pid functionality of the turret  
 



Interesting WPILib Functions 
Are there any WPILib functions that are unusual and make your life a lot cooler or 
easier? 
Commands, everything about them 
 
What class do you use for joystick control? 
Joystick as we use custom and real joysticks 
 
What class do you use for automating actions? 
N/A 
 
Joystick Layout 
Who determines the layout of the joystick for your team? 
usually the driver 
 
How do you manage changes to the joystick layout? 
constants in the OI.java file 
 
How do you test the joystick layout? 
trial and error, if something doesnt work, make a new prototype and update code 
 
PID Tuning 
When you get the robot, what is the first thing your programming team does with it? 
Test basic functionality 
 
How does your team determine if motors should have encoders or not? 
If a task should be automated (all motors had encoders this year as we used mostly NEOs and 
NEO550s) 
 
When you PID tune a motor for position control, what is your procedure? 
First P, then D and I if needed 
 
When you PID tune a motor for velocity control, what is your procedure? 
As we have only done this once with mediocre results, id say we dont have a good procedure  


